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A crystal bender for sagittal focusing has been designed for

standard monochromators at SPring-8. The bender does not

move the position of the crystal center when the bending

radius is changed. Sagittal focusing from 40 keV to 60 keV was

achieved by using Si(311) double crystals. The ¯ux density of

the focused beam measured at 40 keV was 15 times higher

than that of the unfocused beam. The height deviation of the

focused beam throughout the measured energy range was

within �0.15 mm.

Keywords: ®xed-height exit benders; bent crystals; high-energy
synchrotron radiation.

1. Introduction

Sagittal focusing (e.g. Sparks et al., 1980, 1982) is known as one

of the most ef®cient focusing methods for synchrotron X-rays

which increases the photon density at the sample position.

Usually the second crystal of a double-crystal monochromator

is bent in a cylindrical shape, ideally without introducing any

deformation of the crystal in the scattering plane. Accordingly,

both energy and momentum resolutions are kept as high as

those for ¯at±¯at double-crystal monochromators. The bent

radius for the optimal focus is a function of the Bragg angle ±

the radius becomes smaller as the Bragg angle decreases.

Various bending mechanisms for sagittal focusing have been

developed (Pascarelli et al., 1996; Matsushita et al., 1986;

Koyama et al., 1991). However, most applications have been

restricted to relatively low-energy X-rays owing to the dif®-

culty of ideally bending crystals of small radii. In addition, the

simultaneous ful®llment of optimal focus and ®xed exit in

changing output energy is preferable for most applications.

This may add some complexity to the bending mechanism.

This paper reports the results of both high-energy sagittal

focusing and ®xed-exit focusing using an Si(311) double-

crystal monochromator. A reasonably good focusing was

achieved at 40 keV. The height variation of the focus points

from 40 keV to 60 keV remained within 0.3 mm when the bent

radius was optimized according to respective energy values.

2. Description of the monochromator crystal and
bender

Although rhombohedral or double-triangle ribbed crystals

bent with a cam driver mechanism (Matsushita et al., 1986)

provide a ®xed-exit condition, they are apt to introducing a

non-uniform bend owing to the cramp at the crystal center. We

have developed a new sagittal-focus bender (Furukawa &

Ishikawa, 1995) that is compatible with the SPring-8 standard

monochromator (Uruga et al., 1995; Yabashi et al., 1999) for

bending-magnet beamlines. The bender uses, in principle, the

conventional four-point bending mechanism, but the rollers

for four-point bending are attached to rotation arms so as to

make the center position of the crystal being ®xed irrespective

of the bending radius. This is based on a simple geometrical

theorem illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Two circles A and B in Fig. 1

are always across at the right angles to the circles C and D, the

centers OC and OD of which are on the perpendicular bisector

L of the centers of circles A and B. This shows that the crystal,

which corresponds to the circle C or D in Fig. 1, is bent

cylindrically without changing the height of the middle point

Figure 1
(a) Geometrical condition of the ®xed-exit bender. (b) Actual
bending mechanism when the crystal is ¯attened and (c) when the
crystal is bent.



of the arc of the circle C or D, when pure torque is applied at

the cross points E and F. The actual bending mechanism when

the crystal is ¯attened is shown in Fig. 1(b). The crystal was

cramped with four cylindrical rollers of the cradle [grey part in

Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The bending is performed by rotating the

cradle around OA and OC, so that the crystal is bent without

changing the center position as shown in Fig. 1(c).

Since the SPring-8 standard monochromator is designed to

®x the exit-beam height in changing energy, a combination of

the bending mechanism with the monochromator also ®xes the

exit-beam height with optimized bending radius for each

energy.

We used a series of crystal slabs joined by thin hinges. Each

slab is made of an Si(311) plate with a rectangular shape of

90 mm (along the beam)� 100 mm (across the beam)� 2 mm

(thickness) as shown in Fig. 2, in order to avoid anti-classical

bending (Kushnir et al., 1993, 1995) that degrades the total

throughput.

3. Experimental results

The focusing test was carried out at beamline 14B1 of SPring-

8, which is a bending-magnet beamline dedicated to JAERI

equipped with a SPring-8 standard double-crystal mono-

chromator. The ®xed-exit bender was mounted on the second

crystal stage of the monochromator as shown in Fig. 3. A pair

of Si(311) crystals were used both for the ®rst and second

crystals. For the ®rst crystal, an indirectly cooled ¯at plate was

used instead of the standard SPring-8 direct ®n-cooled crystal.

The electron beam current during the test was �70 mA.

The horizontal divergence of the incident beam to the

monochromator was de®ned by a water-cooled four-jaw slit

(40 mm width � 5 mm height) upstream of the mono-

chromator. The monochromator was located at 36.5 m (F1 =

36.5 m) from the source, where the horizontal beam size of the

beam on the ®rst crystal was 50 mm. Focus observation was

performed using a TV camera recording an image on a ZnS

¯uorescent screen placed at a point 48.5 m from the source, so

that the monochromator±focus point distance, F2, was 16.5 m.

These distances give magni®cations (M = F2/F1) of approxi-

mately 1/3.

Fig. 4 shows the observed beam pro®les at 40 keV with

different bending radii R. The horizontal beam size was 65 mm

at the screen position for the unbent crystal. The beam

re¯ected from the slot part of the crystal appeared like teeth

of a comb. We can appreciate the number of slots re¯ecting

the X-ray beam by counting the sharp lines. From the image,

all slots are found to re¯ect the X-ray beam even when the

bending radius was 4 m.

In theory, the X-rays from the bending source at SPring-8

can be focused to 0.2 mm but, in this case, the width of the

focused beam is limited by the polygonal nature of the bent

crystal. The horizontal size of the focused beam was narrowed

down to a size corresponding to that of one crystal segment.

Since beams from 17 segments overlap at the focal spot, the

¯ux density would, ideally, be increased 17 times. Fig. 5 shows

the spatial intensity pro®le measured at 40 keV by scanning
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Figure 2
Schematic diagram of a series of crystal slabs joined by thin hinges,
cut parallel to the bending rods.

Figure 3
Sagittal-focus bender for a series of crystal slabs joined by thin hinges
installed in the standard monochromator as the second crystal.

Figure 4
Beam pro®les with the sagittally focusing crystal monochromator at
40 keV. The period of the slotted crystal is 3 mm. The X-ray beam was
focused as the bending radius R decreased.
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the slit horizontally at the 3:1 focus position for ¯at and bent

(R = 4 m) crystals. The slit used was 0.5 mm wide and made of

tungsten carbide. The measured increase of the ¯ux density at

the focal point was 15 times more than that of the ¯attened

crystal, which is a little less than the ideal value (17 times)

owing to the smaller diffraction ef®ciency of the bent crystal.

The rocking-curve pro®les for the corresponding bending

radius using full beam at 40 keV are shown in Fig. 6. The full

width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the rocking curve at R =

8 m was wider than that when the crystal was ¯attened

because of the cylindrical nature of the bent crystal. A part of

this broadening may be caused by an undesirable twist of the

crystal, but Fig. 5 indicates that loss of intensity should be

small. The FWHM at R = 4 m looks slightly wider than that at

R = 8 m. A slight and gradual decrease in the peak intensity

was observed when R was changed from 8 m to 4 m. The tails

of the pro®le when the X-ray beam is focused look rather

symmetric. These symmetric pro®les suggest that the sagittal-

focusing crystal be bent almost ideally.

The spatial intensity pro®les at different X-ray energies are

shown in Fig. 7. These pro®les at energies of 45, 51 and 56 keV

were measured at a sample position of a diffractometer in the

experimental hutch. Sharp-edged trapezoid pro®les show the

present crystal bent to ideal curvature at each energy value.

A dynamic sagittal-focusing (Lamble & Heald, 1992) test

was performed between 40 keV (R = 4 m) and 60 keV (R =

2 m). The beam height at the sample position was measured

after optimizing the bending radius and the parallelism

between the ®rst and second crystals. The deviation of the

beam height in the energy range was within �0.15 mm, as

shown in Fig. 8. The preliminary set-up with ¯at±¯at double

crystals was carried out before installing the bender. The

deviation of the beam height with ¯at±¯at double crystals was

0.1 mm in the range from 40 keV to 60 keV. The practical

deviation of the beam height with the bender was somewhat

larger than expected. When the bending is performed, the

®xed point is not the surface of the bent crystal but the center

of the crystal. Because of the thickness and polygonal nature

of the bent crystal, the practical beam height was changed

from 40 keV to 60 keV. However, the beam deviation should

be negligible in most experiments.

One of the problems to be solved is how to manage the so-

called Compton heating (Kawata et al., 1989) which causes

instability as well as a decrease of the throughput owing to

Figure 5
Horizontal scan through the focus with the second crystal.

Figure 6
Rocking-curve pro®les of the total ¯ux while focusing at 40 keV.

Figure 7
Horizontal beam pro®les at energies from 45 keV to 56 keV.

Figure 8
Beam height in the experimental hutch measured from 40 keV to
60 keV.



lattice-spacing mismatch between the ®rst and second crystals.

The heating effect becomes more serious for higher-energy X-

rays. An ef®cient cooling system for both crystal and bending

mechanism should be developed.

This sagittal-focus bender is designed for an inclined

double-crystal monochromator. The properties of sagittal

focusing with inclined geometry and an Si(111) re¯ection were

tested. In Fig. 9 we compare a near-edge spectrum of a Cu foil

registered in a dynamically focusing mode with a normal ¯at

crystal. The two spectra are identical so we conclude that

energy resolution is not affected by sagittal focusing, nor are

any distortions introduced.

The dynamical sagittal focusing in the wide energy range

from 8.5 keV to 60 keV without exchanging monochromatic

crystals will become possible by using the present bending

mechanism in the inclined geometry.

4. Summary

The sagittal focusing was tested by using a ®xed-height exit

bender that is designed for bending-magnet beamlines at

SPring-8. The ¯ux density of the focusing X-ray beam was

increased by 15 times compared with that using ¯at±¯at

double crystals. The center of the focused beam position

remained within 0.3 mm when the bending radius was opti-

mized according to respective energy values. In this test, the

storage-ring current was 70 mA and the output beam was

stable during data collection. It is necessary, however, to solve

the radiation problem, because the ring current of the SPring-

8 storage ring will increase up to 100 mA. A water-cooled

system should be required for both crystal and bending

mechanism for protection against Compton heating.
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Figure 9
Near-edge absorption spectra of Cu foil, registered in a dynamical
focusing mode (circles) and with a ¯at crystal (line). The energy
resolution is not affected, as all edge structures are reproduced
without distortion.


